The concepts of source and quantum action principle are used to produce the phonon Green's function appropriate for an initial phonon vacuum state. An application to the Mossbauer effect is presented.
The symbol 0 denotes an N x N matrix, which, in the phonon spectrum space, has the angular frequency eigenvalues wp, so that are such that [6] where the unit symbol includes that for vectorial indices.
The Hamiltonian of Eq. 6 will now be extended to include external driving, or source, terms:
x -(yt * ly)+ (J* * Y)+Yt . J. [7] where the vector sources J are N-component, complex numerical objects. The equations of motion derived from this extended Hamiltonian are the mutually adjoint statements (04t10t2) symbolizes the probability amplitude for the persistence of the phonon vacuum state (vpa). In the absence of sources, the zero energy assigned to the vacuum state, at any time,
(vlYt * flylv) = 0, [2] the latter identity illustrates a lattice spectral average.
The transformations between coordinate and spectral labels are characterized by 1 ir. (a14) = N112 e r" and (4Ia) = N1e2 [3] where, as in Eq. 1, the rOa vectors are the equilibrium positions, and kOt is the propagation vector of phonon mode 40. Accordingly, the coordinate representation of fQ2 is (fI2Lb = (aj~o2 (rb)
The mutually adjoint N-component objects Y and yt, defined
ytf1/2 = (-) (r -ro) Ql -i(2M-1/2p, [5] [9]
implies that Ylv) = O and (vjYt = O, [10] and the vpa = 1. Now let sources act within the time interval between tj and t2. According to the quantum action principle (3), an infinitesimal variation of the sources produces (1, 2-t, t2)
The appropriate solution of the equations of motion in Eq. 8 is [12] along with
Abbreviation: vpa, vacuum persistence (probability) amplitude.
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On combination of the characteristics of the vacuum, Eq. 10, with Eqs. 12 and 13, the variational structure of Eq. 11 becomes 8 log(vllv2) = -i[f dt dt' J*(t) G(t -t ')j(t') [17] which yields the vpa in the presence of sources J as
By noting that iG(t -t') + [iG(t' -t)]* = e-iQ(t-' ) we find the vacuum persistence probability to be I(v1Iv2)I2 = eC, t-E)2)L=-MD * Q3D.
[27] 2 And, of course, the average number of phonons is v=2MD * D.
[28] 2
For the example of a displacement at a single lattice site, one has = -MD2( OL,
[20]
The outcome for E in terms ofD gives a general interpretation to an earlier result (equation 6 [25] [26] [29]
[30]
[31]
[32] Here, we contact reality in the form of the Mossbauer effect (5).t The excited nucleus of an atom, embedded in a lattice, decays with the emission of a y-ray. There is a certain probability that the electronic structure remains unexcited so that the atom as a whole acquires a recoil momentum, Ap. Then, there is a probability, namely, e-v = e-(w-')LE, [34] that the phonon spectrum ofthe lattice will remain unexcited, as evidenced by the absence, in the y-ray energy, of the red shift associated with recoil energy. The Mossbauer regime is roughly that of v -1, BE -E. With increasing E, such that v >> 1, BE << E, one approaches the situation of a well-defined recoil energy, characteristic of a single, isolated atom.
What happens if the momentum impulse Ap is applied, not at one, but at all lattice sites? Let us return to Eq. 32 and begin with
The outcome is, not surprisingly, [38]
[39]
The huge value of N, for even a small macroscopic body, usually produces such a large number for v that a well-defined amount of energy is released in the lattice. To clarify its interpretation, write (NAp)2 2NM [40] and recall that the lattice geometry is not absolute, but relative to the position of the center of mass for the entire system. Thus, Eq. 40 can be read as the kinetic energy transferred to the lattice as a whole.
